
300 HOUR ADVANCED STUDIES TEACHER TRAINING

Message of Intent:                                                                          
                                                                                     
Dearest Yogis,                                                                           
This training has been a dream for many years, and now this dream is coming true.  
It has been created with the intention of providing you tools and a community of      
support to truly deepen your practice and your offerings to our students.          
Please fill out the questions below so that we can tune the training modules         
appropriately. Please take some time to reflect on each question, and then provide a   
brief and honest response..                                                                              

1. Please give a short explanation of what you seek to gain from this experience. 



2. This program will focus on asana, but there is a significant emphasis on more 
subtle aspects of Yoga.  What is your comfort level with the deeper practices of 
meditation and pranayama?  Have you worked with energetics before?  If so, in 
what capacity? Are you prepared to participate in this study and practice in an 
honest and warrior like way? Do you have any hesitations? 



3. As we move through this training there will be a point (probably many) where the 
shadow side of self will become visible and present within and through our actions.. It 
is the intention of this training to embrace this shadow, be compassionate towards it, 
and embody it and listen to this shadow as a means of growth and reflection.  
Please take a moment to imagine what this will feel and look like.. Please speak to 
your willingness to participate in this experience.



4. Viira Bhava means the pure attitude or feeling of a warrior. The Mahanirvana 
Tantra says that to practice the path of Tantra you much have the character of 
Vira Bhava.  The intention of Vira Bhava Yoga is to provide a means for each 
of us to fully embody the warrior within, and courageously share the light of 
inspiration with the world.. Please explain what you know, imagine, and sense the 
qualities of your warrior to be.



5. The sanskrit word “Adhikara” means aptitude or competency on the spiritual path..  
Do you feel that adhikara is an important quality to have in the study of Yoga?  In 
what ways to you feel your current level of study and practice reflect these 
qualities?  

Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions.  We will be communicatiing 
with you very soon.
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